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SIS is a tool for logic synthesis developed at UC Berkeley [1]. One of the capabilities

of SIS is the synthesis of asynchronous controllers described with Signal Transition Graphs

(STGs).

An STG is an interpreted Petri net in which transitions represent signal changes (rising

0 ! 1, or falling 1 ! 0). The ASTG (Asynchronous STG) format is a textual formalism to

describe STGs which can also be used to represent any labeled Petri net.

The ASTG format is next summarized by means of a simple example. The following text

describes the STG of Figure 1.

.model example

.inputs a b

.outputs c

.dummy d

.graph

a+ b+ c+

b+ d/1

c+ d/1

d/1 c-

c- p0

p0 b-/1 a-/1

b-/1 a-/2

a-/1 b-/2

a-/2 p1

b-/2 p1

p1 d/2

d/2 a+ p2

p2 c+/1 d/3

d/3 a+

c+/1 c-/1

c-/1 a+

.marking {<d/2,a+> p2}

.end

The �rst line (.model example) is optional and indicates the name of the system being

modeled. Next, the declaration of signals and dummy events follows (in any order). Three

type of signals can be declared in the ASTG format: .inputs, .outputs and .internal.

Events on input signals are assumed to be generated by the environment, whereas events on

output and internal signals are generated by the system being modeled
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. Moreover, dummy

(silent) events can also be declared with the statement .dummy.
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the di�erence between input and output/internal signals is only meaningful if the system must be synthe-

sized as a circuit.
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Figure 1: STG: example

Signals and dummy events are used to label the transitions of the Petri net. Three type

of events are allowed for signals: rising (+), falling (-) and toggle (~). Thus, a rising (falling)

transition of signal a will be denoted by a+ (a-). A toggle transition can either be indicated

as a~ or simply a (with no su�x) and indicates a change, either rising or falling, of the signal.

Transitions for dummy events do not have any su�x.

After declarations, the topology of the Petri net is described following the keywork .graph.

Any node with a label corresponding to a signal change or a dummy event denotes a labeled

transition in the Petri net. Any other node is considered to be a place. In case several

transitions have the same label, they will be distinguished by non-negative indices, e.g. a+/0,

a+/1, a+/2, etc. (a+ and a+/0 are equivalent). Each line indicates a set of arcs in the Petri

net. The source node is the �rst node declared in the line. The rest of nodes indicate the

sink nodes for the arcs. For example, the �rst line \a+ b+ c+" describes two arcs: a+ ! b+

and a+ ! c+. All arcs going from a transition to another transition are considered to have

an implicit place in between.

Finally, the initial marking is speci�ed with the statement

.marking fplace1 place2 place3 : : :g.

Each token can be denoted with the name of a place or a transition-transition arc (implicit

place)
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.

The ASTG format is used by petrify and draw astg to describe Petri nets and Signal

Transition Graphs. Several enhancements have been introduced to allow the speci�cation

of unsafe nets, weighted arcs, etc. This enhancements are described in the manual page of

petrify.
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Note that an extra place (between d and a+) is depicted in Figure 1, which corresponds to the arc d/2! a+
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